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1. INTRODUCTION
Best Paths DEMO #2 is a European R&D project which investigates interoperability in multi-vendor HVDC systems (based on state-of-the art VSC technology).
More specifically, the objective of DEMO #2 is twofold: first, the project is expected to perform an assessment of interoperability based on currently available
technology as provided by world-leading HVDC manufacturers; and in a second
stage, DEMO #2 will provide general recommendations to maximize interoperability in multi-vendor HVDC systems.
At mid-term of the project, the first objective was partly addressed through
thorough simulations using detailed and realistic EMT converter models with
their respective controllers provided by the vendors involved in DEMO #2 (ABB,
GE and SIEMENS). Those models are based on common specifications. Thanks
to this experience, this deliverable provides a first series of recommendations as expected for the second objective. This approach is further detailed
in section 1.1
In the remaining of the project, similar work will be performed using actual
converter control cubicles to assess interoperability in a real-time environment.
It is expected to enhance interoperability with respect to issues already detected
in the EMT simulation stage thanks to improved specifications for the vendors.
Finally, a new series of tests will be performed, using a real-time simulation
rather than EMT models, prior to the provision of the final recommendations at
the end of the project.

1.1.

Approach used for EMT simulations

The following approach resulted in the present recommendations. It summarizes
the main steps of the work undertaken in Best Paths DEMO #2 in its first half
period, dedicated to EMT studies only.
Definition of different HVDC topologies.
First of all, the partners in DEMO #2 (ABB, ECL, Elia, GE, REE, RTE, SIEMENS
and UoS) agreed on five different HVDC topologies on which interoperability
studies will be performed. The resulting topologies range from the standard
point-to-point link to a five-terminal DC grid (DCG), comprising tree-like and
meshed structures as depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: DC topologies investigated in DEMO #2.
The main reasons for selecting different topologies on which interoperability is
evaluated are the following: first, this study is driven by the perspective of future DCG, which are expected to be built gradually, thus involving several vendors in the same DC structure. Yet, the exact layout of those DCG is still unknown, hence the need to explore the widest possible range of them. As
described in [1], the five topologies above are considered as elementary building
blocks, from which future DCG will be created. It is therefore assumed that
thorough investigations on those topologies will dramatically reduce the risk of
a new interoperability issues appearing in any new DCG structure.
The second driver for exploring various topologies is that no actual interoperability issue was reported prior to this project for HVDC-VSC technology. In the
absence of any knowledge on the possible circumstances leading to such problems, it was decided in DEMO #2 to explore as many configurations as possible,
with a priority set to the most likely ones. As depicted in Figure 2, varying different parameters for one single topology1 results in situations (more than 100
of them were enumerated of each topology). For each of those situations, different scenarios were defined2, so that the application of one scenario to a specific situation defines a unique simulation.

Paramerters considered are: the nature of the DC conductor (either 40 km OHL lines
or 300 km cables were considered), the strength of AC networks (15 GVA, 5 GVA AC
networks, as well as offshore wind farms), the combinations and positions for the
vendors’ converter models, and the selection of control modes.
1

2

For a specific situation, various types of scenarios could be tested:
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Figure 2: From DC topologies to situations and simulations.
In conclusion, one of the main factors for the generality of those recommendations is the wide range of situations and scenarios which were gradually investigated, starting from the more obvious and stable configurations to more complex and challenging ones.
Provision of common specifications.
The specifications on which all partners agreed were delivered in a specific report [2]. Careful attention was given on the ENTSO-E grid codes (especially the
of related to MTDC and DCGs [3] which was available as a draft version when
the specifications were written) so that the DEMO #2 specifications are an actual
implementation of the code, thus similar to any real HVDC project specification.
Yet, it should be emphasized that the common specifications provided by DEMO
#2 cover a wider scope than standard ones, since the latter are provided for a
complete HVDC link or system (so that they mostly focus on the expectations
at the AC Point of Common Coupling): on contrary, the DEMO #2 specifications
cover the requirements for a single converter only. As a consequence, they are
both specifications for the AC-side, but also for the DC-side connection of the
converter, which is certainly new practice.

•
AC voltage disturbances (dips or increase; either on the power receiving side or
sending side)•
Change in active power reference, using various ramps rates
•

Variation of wind power injections

•

Dynamic capability of converters

•
AC Low voltage ride-through: either on one single phase or on the three phases;
either on the receiving side or on the sending side
•

Start-up sequence

•
Power-voltage droop control, either with or without deadband, and with various
droop slopes
•

DC voltage faults: either pole-to-ground, or pole-to-pole

•

Converter abrupt disconnection
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Another novelty of those specifications is the fact that they include specific requirements for converter models to be delivered by the vendors in DEMO #2,
as well as the detailed validation tests and their acceptance criteria. Although
this was mostly anticipated for the individual validation of vendor-specific converter models (as described in the following paragraphs), this also contributed
to clarify the expectations regarding behaviour of the converters (mostly between TSOs and vendors), and stress the most important features.
Finally, a key element to ensure consistency between the different partners in
the project is the definition of a first standard interface for exchanging signals
and measurements between the vendors’ converter stations and a master control (MC), which coordinates the orders sent to them (control modes and references), and the AC/DC protection system (PS).
Provision of a common generic converter model.
A generic converter model was designed, which implements exactly the same
standard interface for exchanging signals between the vendors’ converter stations and the MC. Regarding this interface, the generic model is fully compliant
with the specifications. On the other hand, the controls implemented in the generic model were based on those available in the standard EMTP-RV library,
which do not necessarily comply with the common specifications required from
the vendors.
The purpose of this generic model is twofold:


Make sure that the inputs and outputs of the vendors’ models perfectly
match the specifications, as manufacturers had to implement their own
models with identical interface as the generic one.



Facilitate the smooth development of DC grids and associated master
controls and scenarios for future interoperability tests. This was needed
to guarantee homogeneous development as this task was performed by
different partners in DEMO #2.

Provision of the validation tests and associated Master Controls.
Each validation test and associated Master Control3 was provided by the simulating partners to the vendors in the EMTP-RV environment (which was later
used for validation and interoperability tests), so that the latter could perform
in-house tuning and validation of their converter model.

At this stage the Master Control is simplified: it includes all the inputs and outputs
needed for communication with each converter station, but the coordination of the HVDC
system is limited to a predefined series of actions (scenario script).
3
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Provision of vendor-specific converter models.
Based on the above-mentioned common specifications and generic model, ABB,
GE and SIEMENS adapted independently their state-of-the-art commercial designs, and implemented their own converter models. The latter are therefore
realistic and detailed converter models, provided to the partners dedicated to
the EMT simulations as black-boxes for confidentiality reasons.
The implementation was performed in a common EMT software (EMTP-RV) in
order to enable future interoperability tests.
Individual validation of vendor-specific converter models.
Thanks to the validation tests and associated acceptance criteria defined in the
common specifications, the vendors’ models were individually validated by academic and TSO partners in DEMO #2. It should be emphasized that prior to the
final validation of the models, some feedback and iterations were performed
between the simulating partners and each vendor, so as to clarify possible misinterpretations of the specifications or to focus on the most important features
and expectations of the models for future interoperability tests.
In addition to the confirmation of their compliance to the specifications, this
stage was necessary to provide good confidence of all the involved partners in
the quality and level of detail of the models. Finally, a specific report was provided to summarize the performance of the three vendor-specific converter
models based on the validation tests [4].
Interoperability tests.
Finally, the vendors’ models for VSC converters were used to perform interoperability tests on a wide number of topologies, situations, and scenarios. The
assessment of interoperability issues was based on the following definition [5],
established by DEMO #2 partners:
A simulation test reveals an interoperability issue if and only if the following two conditions are met:
•
The same scenario can be simulated successfully when using converter models from one vendor at a time; a simulation is considered as
successful when it ends up normally (no simulation crash) and the behaviour of the overall AC/DC system is as expected (which implies that
the converter model complies to the common specifications; and
•
The overall AC/DC system performance is deteriorated when using the converters from different vendors, compared to the same tests
per-formed with one single vendor model at a time.
About 400 situations and 1100 simulations were performed by ECL, ELIA, RTE
and UoS, 15% of which were revealing actual interoperability issues, based on
the above definition. For the first time, these simulations assessed the existence
of interoperability issues in multi-vendor VSC-HVDC schemes. Finally, a specific
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deliverable [5] was provided to summarize the different sorts of interoperability
issues, categorized in different types:


Oscillatory behaviour



Difference in converter ratings



Difference in converter dynamics



Abnormal converter blocking



Abnormal converter tripping



Abnormal protection actions



Simulation uncompleted



Accuracy and filtering of measures and biased control

Furthermore, some limitations and points of focus regarding interoperability
were identified, such as the implementation of smart controls or legal constraints (patents).
In order to guarantee the generality of the present recommendations, it was
mandatory to explore a significant range of situations and scenarios (see Figure
3), starting from the more likely before investigating more complex ones. As
reported in a dedicated document [7], the target number of simulations and
situations explored was reached and even exceeded, which strengthen our belief
that those results are significant for most multi-vendor configurations in the
future.

Figure 3: Scenarios tested during interoperability simulations.
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Finally, this document gathers a first set of recommendations which are based
on this experience using EMT simulations. In the coming months, similar investigations will take place based on real-time simulation, resulting in new recommendations.

1.2.

Abbreviations

For the purposes of this document, the following abbreviations are used.
AC

Alternating Current

ACCB

AC Circuit Breaker

DC

Direct Current

DCG

DC Grid

DCCB

DC Circuit Breaker

EMT

Electro-Magnetic Transient

FB (MMC)

Modular Multilevel Converter with power sub-modules in full
bridge configuration

FDCD

Fast DC Disconnector

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

HB (MMC)

Modular Multilevel Converter with power sub-modules in half
bridge configuration

HV

High Voltage

HVDC

High Voltage Direct Current

IP

Intellectual Property

MC

Master Control

MMC

Modular Multi-level Converter

MTDC

Multi-Terminal DC

OHL

Over-Head Line

PCC

Point of Common Coupling

PS

Protection System

PV

Power-Voltage droop (control mode for a converter)

PVdb

Power-Voltage droop with dead-band (control mode for a converter)

SCADA

Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition

TSO

Transmission System Operator

VSC

Voltage Source Converter
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1.3.

Organisation of this report

The structure of this deliverable is as follows:


Section 2 summarizes the factors in the above-mentioned approach (see
section 1.1) which certainly favoured interoperability (since 85% of the
simulations did not reveal any interoperability issue).



Section 3 provides a series of recommendations to maximize interoperability; they are split in different categories, each of them representing a
type of stakeholder (manufacturers, TSOs, academic / research institutes
and standardization bodies), in addition to general recommendations. For
some types of interoperability issue, no clear solution could be found at
this stage of the project.



Section 4 describes some pending issues and sketches some possible improvements.



Finally, section 0 brings the conclusions of this report.
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2. FACTORS WHICH FAVOURED INTEROPERABILITY
The interoperability simulations resulted in a large majority of EMT simulations
which did not reveal any interoperability issue (about 85%). It is believed that
some factors in the approach depicted in section 1.1 contributed to this result
by favouring interoperability, as exposed in this section.

2.1.

Overall organization and principles

2.1.1. Identical role for all converters and vendors
Due to various considerations (equity between the vendors, genericity in order
to implement as many interoperability tests as possible, simplicity), it was decided from the start that all converter models should be interchangeable one
with another. Consequently, all converters models were independently designed
to have identical features (based on common specifications), and identical roles
in each DCG topology.
This makes a significant difference with the already existing Nan’Ao and
Zhoushan projects in China, both of which being the first and only multi-terminal
and multi-vendor HVDC arrangement based on VSC technology in the world. In
both projects, the control and protection were designed by one single stakeholder for the whole system, while the other providers provided the valves and
associated valve-based control. Consequently, those projects can be regarded
as an important step forward with respect to interoperability, but this organization would certainly not be applicable in a competitive framework or for the
step-by-step erection of a complete DC grid.

2.1.2.

Coordination through an independent MC

In order to ensure similar positions for all vendors, a centralized MC was designed to coordinate control modes and setpoints among all converters, for all
DC topologies (including the simple point-to-point topology). Its tasks are the
following:
 To monitor and observe the behaviour of the DCG
 To send orders to the converter stations according to the planned power
flow or power sharing policy
 To coordinate special sequences (start-up, connection, disconnection, shutdown) between the converter stations
 To restore the system at normal operating point after a large deviation (for
example, following a contingency).
In DEMO #2, the MC was provided by TSOs and academics (depending on the
topology), rather than a specific vendor. The MC comprises simple functions
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which are accessible to the vendors. In a real project, the design and implementation of the MC could naturally be in the scope of a vendor, provided that
the relevant interface is defined between each converter station and the MC.

2.1.3.

Simple is robust

It was decided at an early stage of the project to rely on state-of-the-art yet
available technology, so as to adopt rather simple but robust principles. For
instance, the protection system relies on standard performance ACCB and FDCD
which are activated by the converters’ controls or the overall AC/DC protection
system. Obviously, alternative technologies such as fault-blocking converters
(for instance, FB converters) or DCCB could have been envisaged, but it would
have resulted in probably distinct technical solutions for the three vendors,
which in turn would probably add coordination issues to interoperability ones.
Instead of this, it was decided to have identical protection principles for all vendors.
Avoiding elaborated behaviours and equipment which are not “on-the-shelf” is
probably a key principle to enhance the common understanding of the specifications and guarantee that the performances of all converters are compatible
with those requirements.

2.2.

Converter specifications

2.2.1.

Standard requirements

Since all converters were expected to have the same features, common specifications were provided to the vendors. They were based on the ENTSO-E grid
code [8], which is a significant starting point to define realistic requirements, as
the Network Code on High Voltage Direct Current Connections was agreed by
various stakeholders (TSOs, vendors, etc.).
In addition, some preliminary ideas from the draft document provided by
CENELEC TC8X WG6 [6] were taken into consideration regarding future DCGs.
Finally, the variety of DEMO #2 partners involved in the definition of the specifications (vendors, TSOs and academics) certainly contributed to provide a wide
diversity in perspectives regarding the specifications. This resulted in a consistent set of requirements, such that none of them could be liable to favour any
specific vendor or technology. The requirements were expressed in the form of
functional specification to let each vendor propose its own solution. This “neutrality” is considered mandatory to maximize interoperability.

2.2.2.

Detailed specifications

The specifications were provided with many details and precisions, similarly to
a real project. This was decided in order to prevent (as much as possible) multiple interpretations of the same specifications by different vendors. This point
www.best-paths.eu – Deliverable D4.3
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is all the more important as any “grey area” resulting in a specific interpretation
by a vendor may be inconsequential in a single-vendor project (as all converters
would behave alike), but not anymore in a multi-vendor one.
In particular, very precise requirements were provided for the dynamic performance of the converters, for each control mode, as well as the expected behaviour in normal and disturbed operation modes. These strict expectations were
used to harmonize the behaviours of each converter.

2.2.3.

New and specific requirements

In addition to standard specifications such as the ones described in ENTSO-E
grid code [8] or in CENELEC TC8X WG6 [6], new requirements were proposed
for the DC-side connection of the HVDC stations, so as to limit adverse interactions between different converters. In the absence of standard for the DC-side
connection, ad'hoc requirements were selected (such as the expected range of
DC voltage in normal and disturbed operations). From the experience gained
during validation tests and interoperability tests, it seems that the constraints
imposed a priori on the DC-side could be met.
The specifications also defined a common requirements to all vendors for the
start-up and shutdown sequences; for this purpose, the MC is used to coordinate
the orders sent to all converters. In a multi-vendor layout, this is needed as the
different vendors do not necessarily use the same procedure for those sequences, due to different technological choices.

2.2.4.

First standard converter signal interface

As a consequence of the overall organisation for the DCGs, especially considering the role of the MC which coordinates all operations between the converters,
a common signal interface was defined to enable proper communication between each converters, the MC, and the protection system (no direct communication from one converter to another was considered).
To our knowledge, this is the first standard interface for VSC converter stations,
enabling them to send local measurements to the MC and to receive control
modes instructions and setpoints from the latter. The first version of this interface (which will be complemented and further refined for real-time operation in
an upcoming deliverable) is available in Appendix I.

2.2.5.

Standard validation tests for converter

Some essential features and capabilities were identified for the converters (active and reactive set-point changes, voltage-frequency control, dynamic performance, etc.), which were illustrated through specific validation tests. Each of
them consisted in the definition of a simple topology with initial AC and DC
conditions, a sequence of events or orders received by each converter, and the
associated acceptance criteria.
www.best-paths.eu – Deliverable D4.3
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This was used to perform the actual validation of each individual converter
model, but also to clarify during the implementation stage the requirements for
the converters. Consequently, this can be regarded as a way to clarify expectations between the vendors and the TSOs so as to maximize interoperability. In
addition, this probably helped the vendors to focus on what was considered as
the most important features from the user perspective.

2.3.

Methodology and staggered process

2.3.1.

Use of similar technology

Although this was not explicitly specified, the models provided by the three vendors are all based on similar converter topologies (HB-MMC), which corresponds
respectively for ABB, GE and SIEMENS to the CTL HVDC Light, MaxSine and
MMC HVDC Plus technologies respectively.
Obviously, some differences exist among the three solutions, both in control and
equipment, but relying on very similar technologies did certainly enhance interoperability among them, all the more as the capabilities and behaviours were
quite similar: on contrary, the provision of a converter with extra capabilities
such as fault-blocking (in the AAC or FB-MMC topologies, for instance) would
have resulted in different features and capabilities, hence unbalancing the role
of the three converters in a DCG.

2.3.2. Stepwise process and preparation of interoperability tests
Prior to interoperability tests, it is believed that the staggered methodology
adopted in DEMO #2 (see section 1.1 for more details) is a key element for
reaching the overall 85% interoperability score:
a. Common specifications including: clear definition of validation tests and objective acceptance criteria; and definition of a common interface for all converters;
b. Provision of a generic template converter model as a guideline for the three
vendors (especially for the expected interface);
c. Provision of validation tests with associated MC in open format to the vendors
for their internal model validation.
d. Iterative improvement of the converter models before their final validation;
this stage was also beneficial to the specifications, as some improvements
and clarifications could be provided (for improved specifications to be used
for real-time control cubicles in DEMO #2).
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This procedure made it possible to progressively clarify the expectations described in the specifications, which finally resulted in vendors’ models aligned
one with another.
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3. IMPROVING INTEROPERABILITY: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR VARIOUS STAKEHOLDERS
In the light of the series of interoperability tests performed in DEMO #2 based
on detailed converters models provided by ABB, GE and SIEMENS, some recommendations are provided in the following sections; they are complementary
to the factors described in section 2.
Those recommendations are split into different categories, depending on the
kind of stakeholder they mostly refer to (TSOs, HVDC vendors, academics and
research institutes).

3.1.

General recommendations

This section describes recommended directions towards an overall organization
between the various stakeholders in HVDC, which are expected to maximize
interoperability. It also provides general principles and statements which are of
interest for various stakeholders for future multi-vendor HVDC systems.

3.1.1. Coordination via a third-party MC and interface signal list
In order to guarantee equal treatment for each converter vendor involved in a
multi-vendor HVDC-VSC scheme, it is expected that the coordinated control of
each terminal will be performed by a third-party MC. It is so far considered as
the only approach which will not favour any specific competitor. In the case of
Best Paths DEMO #2, TSOs and academics handled the implementation of the
MC; however, it is expected that this task could be performed by any third-party
partner in a real-world project (including vendors, of course).
It should be underlined that this approach relies on the definition of a communication interface between the converters on one side and on the other side, the
MC and the AC / DC protection system outside the scope of delivery of the
converter stations. A first list of signals and measurements exchanged between
those components was worked out in [2]; the experience of extensive simulations performed in WP4 on a large variety of configurations and scenarios confirmed that this common interface is appropriate for smooth coordination of each
converter. On the basis of this assessment, it is expected that this signal list
(available in Appendix I) should be standardized for future application in a realworld project.
The upgradability and expandability of the MC should also be considered to allow
future connections to the DC grid. Redundancy and contingency of the MC must
also be considered in case of MC or communication outages.
A crucial aspect of coordination via a MC is the required timing/synchronisation
(or tolerable delay between measurements) that needs to be specified further
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in actual projects. This will also have to be validated with future extensions and,
thus, potentially increasing distances between stations in mind.

3.1.2.

Need for detailed vendor-specific models

As the existence of interoperability issues was proven in DEMO #2 (roughly 15%
of simulations performed revealed some interoperability issues) in spite of good
compliance of all vendors to common and detailed specifications, this experience
highlights the importance of detailed converter models provided vendors for the
detection of those issues. As of yet, no other technique proved to be effective
to detect interoperability issues; consequently, vendor-specific models are absolutely required to assess the risks associated to interoperability for each project. In addition to the detection of interoperability issues, extensive simulations
(either offline and/or in real-time) with clear objectives should be employed to
study AC-DC interactions in order to mitigate any possible negative impacts on
the existing AC grid.
Relying on generic models, even detailed ones, cannot guarantee the proper
detection of interoperability issues: considered individually, vendor models behave alike, with such minor differences that it is not possible to suspect in advance that they could deteriorate the overall performance for a multi-vendor
HVDC system; from that perspective, the overall behaviour of generic converter
models is similar to vendors’ models. In the end, this proves that the specific
control and protection techniques used by each vendor are mostly the root
causes for a great deal of interoperability issues.
As each vendor needs to protect its IP and know-how regarding its control and
protection techniques, it makes no doubt that some parts of the models provided
by vendors should be provided as a “black-box”: all converter controls (highlevel, low-level ones) are expected to be protected this way. However, HV equipment (interface transformer, grounding reference impedance and associated
switch, emergency grounding system, surge arresters on the AC and DC sides,
harmonic filters on the AC and DC sides, arm reactors, DC capacitor if any, preinsertion resistor and associated bypass switch, etc.) should be available in
open-format for the party in charge of interoperability studies as they do not
cover protected pieces of the converter station and their access can be very
useful for the proper understanding of some issues.
As of now, some interoperability issues could not be fixed using offline simulation (see section 4), it is expected that real-time simulation will be required for
further investigations in real-world projects, similar to what will be performed
in the remaining of DEMO #2. However, in order to provide confidence in proposed solutions to overcome such interoperability issues, validation in offline
simulation models still seems essential in order to save costs and reduce development time.
Finally, the investigations performed on interoperability by DEMO #2 are obviously related to sensitive material and information provided by competitors
(protected control and protection techniques, simulation results, etc.). Due to
this established fact, interoperability studies can only be performed by a thirdparty and independent partner who is knowledgeable in offline and real-time
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simulation techniques (with most probable prior consent to non-disclosure
agreement). This has been, up to now, the only way to ensure maximized interoperability in a competitive framework for future step-by-step erection of DC
grids.

3.1.3.

Measurement

Offline simulations performed with the vendors’ converter models brought to
light some differences between measures of electric quantities sent by some
converter models to the MC and the values obtained through external measurement (EMTP scopes, for instance). As converter models provided by vendors
were black-boxed, the root cause of discrepancies among measurements could
not be confirmed, but it could result from different filtering policies, or differences in accuracy to some extent.
In order to overcome this issue (which could result in significant bias in the DC
power flow as those measurements are transmitted to the MC to coordinate
setpoints transmitted to the converters), two possible recommendations can be
drawn from this experience: either external measurements should be considered to provide updated quantities in similar fashion for all vendors; or the exact
nature of the measures should be clearly defined and brought into alignment
among all providers (instantaneous / RMS value, nature of filtering if any, latency period, accuracy, sampling rate).

3.2.

Recommendations for TSOs

3.2.1.

Recommendations for specifications

In views of specifications for future multi-vendors VSC-based systems, special
attention should be paid on the following points which aim at favouring interoperability by complementing “standard” specifications (such as the ones provided
for HVDC systems with one single provider for converters).

Range of conditions and capabilities
Rather than a recommendation, this is a clarification concerning the specifications that were delivered to the vendors in WP4: the range of conditions and
capabilities expected for the converter stations was extremely wide, and certainly too wide to reflect the needs for a real-world project. This was done on
purpose, as interoperability was assessed on an extremely large range of situations using the same converter models (converters connected to offshore wind
farms or strong AC networks, to short DC OHL or long DC cables, with active
power ramps ranging between 100 and 10.000MW/s, etc.). The fact that the
converter models provided by ABB, GE and SIEMENS complied with most of
those requirements was obviously a major benefit to perform interoperability
tests in multiple situations using the same models. Yet, this was done for the
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convenience of the project, and it should be recalled that real-world specifications should be defined for a more limited array of conditions and capabilities.

Harmonized requirements for all converters
Although the specifications provided in WP4 did not impose a specific technology, it is believed that the provision of similar types of converters by all vendors
(modular multi-level half-bridge) is a factor which contributed in reaching 85%
of overall interoperability. It is therefore recommended to complement functional specifications with requirements imposing a common type of technology
for different vendors contributing to the same HVDC system.
As an example, if VSC converters with DC fault-blocking capability are expected
from various vendors in a common HVDC scheme, it is likely that classical functional specifications may result in the provision of an MMC-FB converter on one
hand and of an MMC-HB with DCCB on the other hand. From a functional standpoint, both solutions are rather close (at least, for handling DC faults) but the
provision of two different technologies is prone to encounter more interoperability issues (in addition to the increase in complexity for the exploitation of such
a system).
Lastly, harmonization of the requirements should not cover the functional aspects only, but also the interface with the external protection system by imposing identical behaviour and maximal time response for all types of contingencies
such as: converter faults, AC-side and DC-side faults, inside or outside the scope
of delivery of each vendor.

Detailed specifications with validation tests,
“use cases” and generic model
As multiple vendors could have slightly different interpretations of the same
specifications, it is mandatory to provide as detailed ones as possible, so that
the expected behaviour in normal and disturbed conditions is clearly understood
by all vendors. Towards this end, a series of validation tests with associated
acceptance criteria were provided to the vendors. Examples of such validation
tests are provided in Appendix II.
This solution makes it possible to stress some specific scenarios for which no
discrepancy of the behaviours of multiple vendors’ converters can be tolerated.
This could be easily assessed in DEMO #2 thanks to the provision of vendorspecific converter models. In the absence of the latter, similar objectives could
be reached by the provision of “use cases” with detailed description of scenarios
and the associated response of the converter station (both regarding electric
values and protections triggered).
In any case, some specific operations require to impose a common “use case”
for all vendors, due to the variety of solutions among them: start-up, connection, disconnection and shutdown sequences, restarting of the whole HVDC system following fault clearance, as they require external coordination via the MC,
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need to be precisely defined through a common scenario and the exchange of
specific signals in dedicated “use cases”. Such “use cases” were provided in [2].
Another approach could be to provide a generic converter model which implements the expected behaviours under normal and disturbed operations. Each
vendor could use this generic model to validate the behaviour of his own converter; then, some preliminary interoperability tests could be performed between each vendor model with the generic one in order to fix the most obvious
interoperability issues and prepare for the actual interoperability tests with other
vendors.

Provision of improved controls in converter
specifications
In standard HVDC projects, where one single vendor is usually awarded the
implementation of the stations, no specific requirement is provided regarding
the way the converters may support one another in case of disturbance on the
DC side: specifications are generally provided as a set of requirements at the
AC-side of the converters (which is of greatest interest for the TSOs), rather
than for the individual behaviour of each converter at both the AC and DC sides.
The recent issue of the CIGRE grid code for multiterminal DC schemes and DC
grids [8] provides some insights on controls and protections which could benefit
in a multi-vendor scheme, but still, some specific requirements should be considered:
Standard behaviour for active power control during disturbed DC conditions: in case active power control is used by a converter (rather than P-V
droop control), it is required to explicitly specify its behaviour when the DC
voltage is not in the expected range. As witnessed during interoperability simulations, in the absence of such specifications, some converters acting as rectifiers in active power control would automatically reduce active power injected
to the DCG (in contradiction with the active power setpoint) when the DC voltage
increased, while other did not, or not in the same fashion. This can be regarded
as an automatic switch from active power control to P-V droop control in order
to support the DC voltage, which is obviously beneficial to the HVDC system;
yet, this should be harmonized among vendors through the specifications.
Standard behaviour for active power control depending on AC conditions: similar to previous example, although no requirement was provided in
the specifications for such circumstances, interoperability tests highlighted that
some converters in active power control would automatically reduce active
power injection or withdrawal to the AC network (which was not expected) when
the AC grid is rather weak with respect to transmitted active power. This is also
regarded as good practice, especially regarding a possible AC voltage collapse,
so this should also be specified in common terms to all vendors, in order to
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maximize interoperability. In addition, the MC or SCADA in charge of the coordination of the HVDC system should be informed of this situation, as the effective setpoints it sends for active power are not applied.
As exposed in section 3.3, some vendors decided to implement “smart controls”
which were not expected when writing the specifications; in essence, such controls are similar to the above-mentioned ones as they would benefit to the overall AC/DC system; yet, in a multi-vendor scheme, such initiatives need to be
harmonized among vendors. Moreover, as described in section 3.3, the implementation of some specific controls should be handled directly at the MC level
rather than at the converter level.

Requirements on dynamic performance of the
converters
It is likely that one of the key factors which resulted in 85% of the simulations
without any interoperability issue is the strict requirements imposed to all vendors on the dynamic performance expected for all control modes in the specifications (see Figure 4)

Value

Overshoot

Tolerance band

VM
V∞

2∆vs

Reference
VR

Ramped reference
Output variable

V0

time
TR

TS

Figure 4: Validation profile of the dynamic performances of a control
mode
For each individual control mode, the rising time (TR), settling time (TS) and
overshoot (VM) were defined. The resulting validation envelope makes it possible
to guarantee similar dynamic performance for all control modes, whatever the
set-point and ramp, which in turn resulted in harmonized responses for all converters.
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Requirements for capability margins and operational limits
It is expected that the coordination of different converters connected to a common DCG grid will be performed by a MC. The experience of previous offline
simulations performed in DEMO #2 highlighted the need to get regular updates
of the remaining margins for each converter station, in order for the MC to precisely adapt the overall control strategy and setpoints accordingly and thus
avoid some interoperability issues. This information, sent regularly from each
converter to the MC, is referred to as “capability margins” and is absolutely
required in order to harmonize different converters’ capabilities related to their
intrinsic ratings and the current operational conditions.
In addition to the provision of setpoints which take into account those capability
margins, the MC shall provide “operational limits” to each converter; those limits
define the maximal range (at least in active and reactive power) expected from
each converter (which, of course, should comply with the capability margins).
The purpose of those operational limits is to ensure that no converter exceeds
its expected range of operation:
-

When operating in droop control mode, for instance,

-

In case of communication outage between a converter and the MC,

-

If the MC encounters a failure.

The bandwidth, the range of the capability margins and the time delays from
the MC to individual converters should be taken into account to allow individual
converter controllers to respond correctly to the commands sent by the MC while
maintaining sufficient operational performance. Each converter controller should
be able to handle DC side disturbances and protect converter side assets without
the commands from the MC, since such disturbances are likely to propagate
much faster than the bandwidth of the MC.

Signals exchanged with the converter control
The list of information exchanged between the converters and the MC should be
standardized. Appendix I provides a list of signals and measurements which
were defined in DEMO #2 and proved to be useful and operational for all types
of conditions and scenarios which were investigated in DEMO #2. Obviously,
relying on the same set of signals for all converters should be considered as
good practice to maximize interoperability among them.

Requirements on DC performance (in normal /
abnormal conditions)
Contrary to usual projects, it appeared mandatory to specify identical DC-side
performance for all converter vendors. In the absence of any standardization
for that, some ad’hoc limits were jointly defined during the specification stage
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[2]: normal DC voltage range, expected protection behaviour following a DC
fault, dynamic performance of control modes which affect the DC voltage, and
maximal limit for pole-to-ground overvoltage in case of a pole-to-ground DC
fault for symmetric monopolar configuration.
In addition to this information, some simulations performed using the vendors
model shed the light on the fact that some supplementary requirements are also
needed, such as: specifications on the DC overvoltage ride-through and low
voltage ride-through capabilities.
Finally, it should be emphasized that all of the above-mentioned recommendations were taken into account for the enhanced specifications [9] which were
recently provided to the vendors, in views of the upcoming implementation of
the converter control cubicles for next interoperability tests performed using
real-time simulation.

3.2.2. Recommendations for multi-vendor operation
Thanks to the wide variety of conditions and scenarios which were simulated
using the vendors’ models, some recommendations can be drawn regarding operation on multi-vendor HVDC layouts.

Adapting orders according to capability margins
As could be witnessed, some interoperability issues resulted in different converter capabilities (either in ratings or dynamic performance) and some of those
differences could depend on the current configuration (weak AC network conditions, for instance, could affect differently the performance of the converter
models).
From that experience, it can be inferred that the MC shall coordinate setpoints
sent to converters according to what the “weakest” one can provide; as the
individual capabilities of the converters may evolve over time due to various
factors, this overall coordination should be based on regularly updated capability
margins sent by each converter station to the MC, which reflect the remaining
margins (at least in active and reactive power) for each converter station.
Hence, the overall control strategy and setpoints can be adapted accordingly by
the MC.

Control modes to enhance resilience to disturbances and outages
As already stated in some pre-normalization bodies [8], the resilience of a DCG
structure can be improved by using PV droop control (possibly with a deadband) rather than standard active power control:
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Figure 5: Classical PV droop characteristic with dead-band, after [8]
The main benefit of using PV droop control appears during faults or disturbances
affecting the DC voltage, as the converters in PV control will automatically support the converter(s) in charge of DC voltage control.
Thanks to the experience gained in DEMO #2 during interoperability tests, it is
proposed to complement this principle by using operational limits (which were
introduced in section 3.2.1): due to possible limitations for some converters
(resulting from specific AC or DC conditions), the MC can transmit operational
limits to each of them in order to restrict their expected range of operation to
what others may stand.

Operationnal limit in active power

Figure 6: PV droop with dead-band and operational limits
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The definition of such operational limits for control modes which provide to converters some “flexibility” around a preferred setpoint (defined by coordinated
(0.5, 0.98) in Figure 6) guarantees that this flexibility will never adversely affect
other converters with more limited capabilities.
In addition, operational limits have an interest as they can be used to define in
a coordinated manner acceptable ranges of operation which will remain applicable in case of communication outage between the MC and the converter stations, or in case the MC encounters some outage.

Preferred control modes regarding interoperability
As described in [5], some oscillatory behaviour could be observed between converters models provided by different vendors. Figure 7 provides an illustration
for such oscillations on a point-to-point symmetric monopole, where MMC1 is in
active power control, and MMC2 is in DC voltage control. This case was illustrative of this kind of interoperability issue.

Figure 7: Active power reference and measure for Converters 1 and 2.
This example is most likely due to some adverse interaction between converter
controls. Yet, it should be emphasized that some bypass was finally found in
order to overcome this interoperability issue using the same converter models
in the same conditions: applying PV droop control to MMC1 (instead of active
power control) with similar active power orders sent by the MC resulted in power
exchange with virtually no oscillation.
Of course, this fix should not be generalized to all converters or interoperability
issue related to interactions between controls. However, it clearly suggests that:
-

Some specific control modes provided by different vendors may adversely
interact one with another; yet, other combinations of control modes from
the same vendors in identical conditions will not necessarily result in interoperability issues.
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-

Thanks to this statement and the flexibility provided by VSC technology,
it may be relevant in case some interoperability issues are experienced
to consider alternative combinations of controls which will result in similar
behaviour.

Changes in control modes
The first specifications [2] provided to the vendors imposed that the transition
between control modes should be smooth (i.e. neither power nor voltage variation should occur due to control mode commutation). In other words, electric
quantities resulting from the new control mode were expected to remain equal
(or very close) to what they were prior to the changeover.
During simulation stage, it was witnessed that this requirement could not be
fully performed by the converters only, as it resulted in some slight discrepancies on electric quantities during the change in control modes. It is therefore
recommended to ensure smooth transitions through adequate orders sent by
the MC before the actual change in control mode, rather than relying on the
converters’ controls uniquely. For instance, if a converter is controlled in active
power (active power reference: 500MW) and the measure DC voltage at its DC
point of common coupling is 321kV, the MC should send a PV reference to
(500MW, 321kV) before sending an order to switch control mode from active
power to PV droop control.

3.3.

Recommendations for vendors

In the row of recommendations for various entities, the present section focuses
on the vendors and their interests. Even if the following is written mainly with
them in mind, the recommendations are still to larger or smaller extent applicable to other actors in the context of multi-vendor interoperability.
The first point in this section, probably one of the most important ones, comprises the review of the project specification by all parties. It should be gone
through thoroughly and discussions on the requirements and the needs behind
are strongly encouraged. In many cases it is possible to find an optimized and
cost-effective solution considering the real need and having that reflected in the
actual design. Otherwise, even slight misunderstandings or different interpretations on the actual requirements may lead to development or adaptation of solutions that result in a significant increase in costs. It can be about making a
distinction between items “nice-to-have” and those “need-to-have”. This is a
general recommendation and applies also to other actors in systems with multiple vendors as well as to other scenario where a work specification is involved.
Another point of general interest covers IP. Here, ownership of ideas shall be
sufficiently protected via e.g. patents, NDAs, i.e. Non-Disclosure Agreements,
LARA, i.e. Limited Access Rights Agreement etc. It should be made sure that all
participants are aware of IP and the risk of integrity issues as the BestPaths
experience shows that this may be a new and unknown area to some of them.
Now, a possible risk for project execution is that the legal rules set up around
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the project work become too strict and hamper the work. A suitable way forward
may be to involve legal staff from all parties during development of the controlling documents. However, it has to be kept in mind that such a process towards
the intended result, e.g. an NDA or similar, might be quite time consuming. The
planning for a multi-vendor project should therefore account for these additional
requirements in terms of legal clarifications right from the moment of drafting
the project schedule. Still, with the document in place and a consensus around
these questions, the chances for a smoother project work have considerably
increased. As a detailed advise, and unless already specified in the contract,
ways and processes to arrange problem-solving meetings between different
vendors while ensuring integrity should be established. Meetings like these shall
be prepared with a commonly known and approved agenda and after the
minutes of the meeting shall be recorded. When dealing with more delicate
questions, consider involving also legal personnel in the meetings. Thanks to
this legal background, simulation models shall be improved and iterated in a
real implementation project so that all detected interoperability issues could be
addressed before starting the final hardware and software delivery.
Most often, simulation models are included in the delivery. If so, they would fall
under IP rights protection. With a helicopter-view, there will be model modules
with various needs to be protected. The recommendation is to ensure there is a
sufficient balance between items to be completely black-boxed and those items
available for clear and full reading (which are fully visible). Control code, where
the vendor’s know-how naturally is embedded, is strongly recommended to be
black-boxed, whereas high voltage equipment may be fully readable. The information on the latter category is generally of less sensitive nature. To prevent
model reverse-engineering and limit the scope of use, this may be included in
an NDA or similar. With black-boxing as a technical protection and an NDA as a
legal protection the situation becomes safe and clear for all stakeholders.
Prior to using the models in simulations, the purpose of the simulations to be
performed shall be defined. With the predefined purpose known, the type of
models required will become clear. It could be RMS models for more fundamental-frequency analysis or EMT models for transient studies. There may also be
other special-purpose models, which may be treated in the same way. Other
important model aspects are for during which conditions the simulation model
is valid, e.g. the maximum bandwidth required as well as any time-limitations
of usage, i.e. for how long time is the model to be functional and used. Furthermore, the simulation model interface shall be defined with its inputs and outputs
as well as which of the parameters should be locked and which could be open
and available for editing. Finally, the recommendation is to define the signals
that are shared between the converters and sent to the MC.
For the MC, one important aspect is that it is able to handle different ratings of
the converters. One reason behind different ratings could be for instance different actually installed rating between different stations. Also, operation in degraded mode will give the same impact, as exposed in section 3.2.2 (capability
margins). Moreover, it seems a reasonable assumption that in a most general
and extensible HVDC system, not all converters will have the same rating.
Therefore, both nominal and actual ratings need to be known and communicated
to the MC.
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One of the MC tasks is to assign the roles of the converters in the system. Here
it is important to define the meaning of the converters’ roles and how they are
supposed to respond, e.g. what is expected from a power controlling converter
and how is a voltage controlling converter to respond. Also the control modes
are of importance to define, like deadband droop etc., and selection of their
corresponding settings. These questions strongly relate to how grid operators
intend to use the HVDC transmission system and exploit the offered flexibility.
From a vendor’s perspective, it is therefore important that TSOs involved in
planning and operation of the transmission system are well aware of different
options and have most detailed ideas on the way power imbalances should be
handled in quasi-stationary time ranges.
The performance of the whole HVDC system relies on the expectation that all
converters will respond identically to the same order sent by the MC. This naturally implies that common specifications are thoroughly respected by involved
vendors, but also that any intended deviation (such as the implementation of
additional “smart controls” or unspecified function) should be prior agreed with
all involved parties in order to ensure harmonized behaviour for all converters.
Finally, interoperability should be assessed throughout the whole lifetime of an
HVDC system; as future DCG are likely to be erected step-by-step, vendors of
existing converters shall be able to adapt them (by re-tuning former controls
and protection or even changing specific equipment) to comply with changes in
the topology, new requirements or new characteristics of the AC/DC system.
With the above in place, the chances increase to have a smooth project execution while protecting IP.

3.4.

Recommendations for academia

Techniques for system identification are available and frequently used by both
industry and academia. Depending on a future real-world project setup, this
would probably not be applicable due to legal and IP restrictions.

3.5.
Recommendations for grid codes and standardisation bodies
Different aspects discussed for specification in sections 3.2.1 and 3.3 can also
apply to grid codes ([3] in the first place) and pre-standardization or standardization bodies (CIGRE, IEC, CENELEC, etc.).
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3.5.1.

Suggested directions for grid codes

Common definition of dynamic performance
The dynamic performance of converter stations is of major importance to guarantee some homogenous behaviour in a multi-vendor HVDC system, but also in
standard single-vendor links for the sake of dynamic stability in an AC network.
For this reason, a definition of the expected dynamic performance which is commonly shared between HVDC stakeholders is certainly required. Rather than
imposing standard performance for all converters (which would be inappropriate
given the different expectations for various projects and technologies), it would
be suggested to consider some common definition such as the one adopted in
DEMO #2, which can apply to and control mode and to any HVDC technology
(see Figure 4).

Common definition of validation tests
In connection with the previous point, the definition of validation tests including
acceptance criteria could certainly be standardised so as to define a common
core set of tests, for which detailed parameters would be defined for each specific project. A list of 39 validation tests was elaborated in DEMO #2 for testing
offline simulation models (Appendix II gives an example validation test); this
list was complemented for the validation of upcoming control cubicles in WP9.
It is believed that those examples could be used to elaborate a rather standard
list of tests which would be of relevance for any HVDC project.

Requirements for the DC side of converters
One of the greatest difficulty encountered during the specification stage was the
absence of standard requirements on the DC-side of the converters, both in the
grid code [3] and in standards ([6] for instance).
To overcome this difficulty, some requirements were considered a priori regarding the DC-side performance of single converters:


DC fault-ride-though capability



DC overvoltage capability



Normal DC voltage range

Those requirements were defined in [2] and proved to be satisfactory given the
performance observed for the converters during validation tests and interoperability tests. Yet, it was observed that supplementary requirements should be
defined regarding the acceptable DC voltage when affected by an AC fault.
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3.5.2.

Suggested directions for standardization

Similar to the previous statement regarding grid codes, some requirements in
the specifications provided in DEMO #2 were defined a priori due to the absence
of any standard. As the provision of new standards is not in the scope of DEMO
#2, it is suggested for standardization bodies to define some new ones in the
following areas.

Standard interface for converter stations
As previously described (section 3.2.1), the provision of a first standard list of
signals and measurements to be exchanged between a converter station and a
MC or SCADA is a key element for future multi-vendor HVDC systems, but also
to enable new stakeholders (such as providers of third-party MC, for instance).
The signal and measurements list elaborated by DEMO #2 and reported in Appendix I proved satisfactory and operational for all situations and scenarios encountered both during validation and interoperability tests. It is therefore suggested to use it as a starting point for that matter.

IEC 61850
A draft of IEC 61850-90-14 [11] was released for comments from the industry
very recently (mid-September 2016). As the implementation of the interface
signals between the converter cubicles and the Hypersim real-time simulator is
currently investigated, a serious option is to perform this task based on the IEC
61850 standard. This document was therefore used as a general guideline for a
possible implementation in the real-time framework for DEMO #2 since this
standard is not fully defined for HVDC converters; therefore, some ad’hoc definition of signals and measurements exchanged between the converter stations
and the MC were defined in [9] for the real-time implementation.
Thank to this preliminary work, it is proposed to give some feedback on this
implementation to IEC (if the option of this standard is confirmed) once the realtime demonstrator will have been tested. In any case, this situation highlighted
the need to rely on a finalized IEC 61850 standard for HVDC for which more
efforts are needed from all involved stakeholders.

DC-side capabilities and requirements for converters
Few standards exist regarding the performance and capabilities of a single converter on the DC-side of the grid, both during normal and disturbed operation.
The most advanced statements on that matter are provided in [8].
DEMO #2 defined some requirements a priori for the DC-side of the converters:
DC voltage range for normal and disturbed operation, DC fault-ride-though and
DC overvoltage capability in [2]. This was done without any prior knowledge on
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the converter that the vendors would provide. However, it appears that those
requirements were acceptable from the vendors’ perspective, as the models
mostly complied with those requirements (details and parameters available in
[2]). It is therefore believed that this could serve as a valuable input for future
standard regarding DC-side capabilities of converters. In addition, some extensions should also be considered, such as the DC voltage limits during AC faults
under standardized conditions (control mode, strength of the AC network, DC
conductor…).

Measurement and filtering
As reported in section 3.1.3, precise and coherent measurements of electric
quantities are required at the AC and DC PCC for each converter. In the absence
of such precise measurements, significant bias can take place between the expected and the observed behaviour of the whole HVDC system.
To guarantee precise and comparable measurements from different providers,
special attention should be paid on a standardization of the nature of filtering
(if any), the latency period, the accuracy and the sampling rate for instance.

Standard definition of converter control mode
To date, no clear definition of control modes for individual converter station can
be found in the Grid Code or in standards. Several definitions exist in the literature, yet with slight differences. Therefore it is important that one standard
defines accurately control modes. The definition shall comply with most of the
vendors’ technologies, without favouring any of them.
Although CENELEC TC8X started to define some control modes, further details
are needed, as the definition of a control mode shall include:


a clear description of the function (e.g. a characteristics, block diagram,
…) which is not subject to interpretation



the variables to control with their location and direction (convention)



the list of references sent by the MC, their ranges and how a ramp should
be applied to it



the settable parameters with their units and range



the expected performances for the full system
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4. PENDING QUESTIONS AND REMAINING INTEROPERABILITY ISSUES
This section describes remaining difficulties related to interoperability and for
which no specific clear answer could be provided, either because no solution
could be tested and validated as of yet, or because the issue exceeds the technical scope of DEMO #2.
Furthermore, some directions toward interoperability could not be fully explored
so far. It is expected that the upcoming work based on real-time simulation will
make it possible to provide some answers to those pending questions.

4.1.

Interactions between converter controls

As exposed in [5], various types of interoperability were experienced in DEMO
#2. For most of them, it is expected that the above-mentioned recommendations (most of which being implemented in [9]) will make it possible to avoid
experiencing the same issues.
However, one type of issue remains more problematic, as no clear solution could
be found so far: in case an oscillatory behaviour is observed between converters
provided by different vendors (as illustrated in Figure 7), the suspicion of an
interaction between the control and HV equipment of the converters is very
important; yet, this could not be fully proven, as all converters were provided
as black-box models and the local measurements of electric quantities at the
points of common coupling of the converters could not be shared between involved vendors.
It is firmly believed among the partners in DEMO #2 that this type of issue can
be technically overcome, provided that the involved partners agree to share
more information, as be expected in a real project:


Although it makes no doubt that some parts of the models provided by
vendors should be provided as a “black-box” due to IP concerns, this
protection should only cover the converter controls. On the other hand,
standard HV equipment (interface transformer, grounding reference impedance and associated switch, emergency grounding system, surge arresters on the AC and DC sides, harmonic filters on the AC and DC sides,
arm reactors, pre-insertion resistor and associated bypass switch, etc.)
should be available in open-format for the party in charge of interoperability studies, in order to better isolate the root cause of any oscillatory
behaviour.



Second, the active participation of the involved vendors is obviously required. This implies that they shall have access not only to the local measurements of their own converter, but also to other vendors’. At the very
least, this should comprise in case of an interoperability issue the instantaneous phase voltages and currents at the AC PCC, as well as the instantaneous pole voltages and currents at the DC PCC.
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A complementary approach to prevent possible interactions between converters
is to perform stability analysis for each of them, in order to determine risks of
poorly damped (or even amplified) resonances between each converter and
other equipment in its vicinity, including other vendors’ converters. The study
would additionally need to assess the impact of the HVDC link which would be
connected to each of these converters, and any interactions, thereof.
Similar to [10], an analytical approach could be considered by vendors since
they have full knowledge on the exact controls and parameters used in their
converters. However, for third-parties, this kind of analysis cannot be performed
due to the IP constraints on the converters technology (models are provided as
black-boxes to third parties), and the non-linearity of the control and protection
embedded in a HVDC station; hence, it would be mandatory to rely on numerical
simulation of converter models only. The assessment of possible instabilities
could be performed using various techniques or criteria (Lyapunov, Nyquist,
phase margin).
Finally, a last possibility, which was not investigated in DEMO #2, is to impose
some “small signal specifications” for each vendor, so as to guarantee from the
start no adverse harmonic interaction can occur between various converters.

4.2.

Patents

As reported in [5], some vendors-owned patents prevented us to perform some
interoperability tests. Similar limitations could certainly occur in a real-world
multi-vendor project: for instance, some technique patented by one vendor
could force another one to use alternative techniques, which may be incompatible with the patented ones.
It could therefore happen that some feature offered by HVDC-VSC converters is
mastered by distinct vendors, but using different techniques and equipment
which prove to be incompatible one with another. In that case, this would not
be an interoperability issue strictly speaking, as it is more a legal or intellectual
property constraint rather than a technical one: in the worst case scenario, one
vendor could buy a right to implement the same technique patented by the
competitor in order to make sure that all converters are operated in the same
way. But this also highlights that interoperability can only be assumed at that
stage for patented techniques, rather than fully proven.

4.3.

Preferred topologies

As many different combinations were tested during the interoperability simulations [5], some of them were sometimes close one to another, which made it
possible to perform a few comparisons. One of the most interesting lessons
learnt is derived from the comparison of Topologies T2 and T3 (see Figure 1),
both of which counting three converters.
Although this situation has rather limited occurrences, it appeared that in a few
common scenarios and situations, topology T2 appeared more stable than topology T3 regarding DC voltage and, to a lesser extent, regarding active power.
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As the models provided by vendors are black-boxed, such specific results could
not be fully investigated during the interoperability simulations. Consequently,
the only conclusion which can be drawn at this stage is that, for some specific
situations and scenarios, topology T2 (tree-like three-terminal layout) appears
to be more stable than topology T3 (meshed three-terminal layout); no concluding counter-example was found so far.

4.4.

Alternative operational principles

The work performed in DEMO #2 relies on initial principles and assumptions
which were agreed from the beginning between the partners:


No direct communication is expected between the converters: information channels exist uniquely between each converter station and the
MC/PS. This was intended to avoid any direct interface between the
equipment provided by different vendors. Up to now, this architecture is
considered satisfactory to operate a multi-vendor HVDC system, but the
opposite approach (direct inter-converter communication) could also be
make sense (especially to improve fast response during disturbances). It
is likely that new interoperability issues caused by direct communication
channels could appear in that situation.



Another hypothesis was to rely on readily available technologies and consider rather simple and proven protection solutions. From that perspective, no DCCB or DC chopper was used in DEMO #2. Such equipment
could be considered in real projects, which may also cause specific interoperability issues through adverse interaction with the converters.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
To our knowledge, Best Paths DEMO #2 is the first project to undertake a systematic investigation of interoperability issues in multi-vendor VSC-HVDC systems. This deliverable concludes the first stage of those investigations which
were focussed on offline simulation up to now.
From this experience, interim but outstanding results were highlighted, among
which the most remarkable is the assessments of the existence of interoperability issues, based on the detailed models provided by three leading companies:
85% of the simulations were deemed satisfactory, while 15% revealed actual
interoperability issues (of about 1100 different simulations).
This reports provides a first series of recommendations and suggested practices
aiming at maximizing interoperability for various stakeholders interested in
multi-vendor HVDC schemes (TSOs, vendors, academia, parties involved in grid
codes and standardization). For instance:


methodological approach used in DEMO #2;



overall organization of a multi-vendor HVDC system conducted by a thirdparty Master Control (MC) and relying on a simple and readily available
protection system;
enhanced specifications for converters, based on ENTSO-E grid code;




first proposal for a standard list of signals and measurements to enable
smooth operation of VSC converters from a MC od SCADA;



definition of standard validation tests for converters.

Some of the proposed recommendations can also be regarded as “best practice”
for standard HVDC projects (with one single converter provider).
Now at the beginning of the second stage of the DEMO #2 project (where interoperability assessment will be performed on control cubicles using real-time
simulation), most of the above-mentioned recommendations will be implemented, starting from enhanced specifications for the vendors. In the end of
this upcoming stage, some final recommendations will be issued in order to
confirm, complement or provide more specific information.
Furthermore, the progress made by fixing during the real-time investigations
some interoperability issues stated during offline simulation will be evaluated
(through a dedicated Key Performance Indicator) ; this approach will make it
possible to confirm or reject some of the current recommendations in the final
report.
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Appendix I : Standard signal list exchanged by/with the converter stations
The following table provides a standard list of signals and measurements which were used in the project to operate all
converters in the same fashion from a centralized Master Control. Regarding the range defined, some rather high values
were intentionally selected as lower and upper boundaries, in order to serve the purpose of dynamic simulations.
Name

Description

Qac_ref

Reactive
Mvar

Range

Accuracy

Direction

[Qmin ; Qmax]

1 Mvar

input

Uac_ref

AC rms voltage setpoint in kV

85% to 105% Un

1 kV

input

Uac_droop

Slope of the voltage control in
Mvar/kV

300 Mvar for a 1 Mvar / kV
deviation of 7%
of
Un
to
300 Mvar for a
deviation of 2%
of Un

input

Pac_ref

Active power setpoint in MW
for the converter station at
PCC-AC

[-Pmax ; +Pmax]

1 MW

input

Vdc_ref

DC voltage setpoint in kV

[95% Vn ;
Vn]

1 kV

input

Vdc_droop

Slope of the DC voltage control
in kV/MW

[0.032; 0.32]

1 kV/MW

input

Vdc_db

Dead band around Vdc_ref
where the active power is not
adjusted

± 5% Vn around
Vdc_ref, within the
[95% Vn ; 105%
Vn] boundaries

1 kV

input

power
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105%

Name

Description

Type of information

Range

Accuracy

Direction

f_ref

Frequency setpoint

Frequency in Hz

[47.5; 51.5]

0.1 Hz

input

Pac_ramp

The active power reference
ramp rate limitation

Active power ramp rate
in MW/s

[100 ; 10.000]

100 MW/s

input

Qac_ramp

The reactive power reference
ramp rate limitation

Reactive power ramp
rate in Mvar/s

[100 ; 10.000]

100 Mvar/s

input

Uac_ramp

The AC voltage reference ramp
rate limitation

AC rms voltage ramp
rate in kV/s

[ 0 ; 80]

1 kV/s

input

Vdc_ramp

The DC voltage reference ramp
rate limitation

DC voltage ramp rate in
kV/s

[0, 128]

1 kV/s

input

CtrlMode

Choice of the main control
mode

1: Pmode/Qmode

{1;2}

input

Choice of the reactive power
control mode

1: Fixed reactive power
control mode

{1;2}

input

{1;2;3}

Input

{0;1}

Input

Qmode

2: V/f

2: AC voltage control
mode
Pmode

Choice of the active power control mode

1: Fixed active power
control mode
2: DC voltage control
mode
3: Power-voltage droop
control mode

BlackStart_start

The converter station must
start to energize the connected
AC bus bar.
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Name

Description

Type of information

Range

RTE

Request To Energize: signal
sent by the master control to a
converter station to get a ‘RFE’
signal back as soon as it is
ready to start energization sequence.

0: Not ready

{0;1}

output

Ready For Energization: signal
sent by the converter station
when it is ready for energization

0: Not ready

{0;1}

output

The converter station must
start to energize itself, its auxiliaries from the AC side / from
the DC side

0: Not allowed

{0;1}

input

Ready For Coupling: signal
sent by the converter station
when it is ready to be coupled
with the AC or DC side (the
converter station is energized
and is not connected in both
sides, terminal voltages in
open switches at PCC are synchronized)

0: Not ready

{0;1}

output

Ready For Operation: signal
sent by the converter station
when it is ready to operate (the
converter station is energized
and its equipment required for
operation
are
correctly
switched)

0: Not ready

{0;1}

output

RFE

charge_okAC
charge_okDC
RFC

RFO
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Name

Description

Type of information

Range

Start_Trans

The converter station must
start to transmit power

0: Not allowed

{0;1}

Input

The converter station is allowed to disconnect from the
AC and DC side, and discharge
itself

0: Not allowed

{0;1}

Input

Status of the fast disconnector
connected at the converter
PCC-DC - positive pole / negative pole

0: Opened

{0;1}

Input

Status of the AC circuit breaker
connected at the PCC-AC phase a / b / c

0: Opened

{0;1}

Input

Order sent by the converter
station to operate the ACCB

0: open

{0;1}

Output

Order sent by the converter
station to operate the FDCD

0: open

{0;1}

Output

Pac_meas

Active power measured by the
converter station at the PCCAC (information sent to other
converter stations or master
control)

Active power in MW

1 MW

Ouput

Qac_meas

Reactive power measured by
the converter station at the
PCC-AC (information sent to
other converter stations or
master control)

Active power in Mvar

1 Mvar

Ouput

Shutdown_ok

FDCDu_status
FDCDl_status
ACCBa_status
ACCBb_status
ACCBc_status
ACCB_order
FDCD_order
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Name

Description

Type of information

Vdc_meas

Pole to pole DC voltage at the
PCC-DC

Vdc_p_meas
Vdc_n_meas
Idc_p_meas
Idc_n_meas
Com_in_flag

Com_out_flag

Conv_status

Range

Accuracy

Direction

Voltage in kV

1 kV

Output

Positive / negative pole to
ground DC voltage at the PCCDC

Voltage in kV

1 kV

Output

Positive / negative pole to
ground DC current at the PCCDC

Current in A

1A

Output

Status of the communication
incoming to the converter station

0: ok

Status of the communication
coming out of the converter
station

0: ok

Status of the converter station

0: Not defined

Input

1: out of service
Output

1: out of service
{0;1;2;3;4;5;6}

Output

{0;1}

Output

{0;1}

Output

1: Not energized
2: Charging
3: Discharging
4: No-load operation
5: STATCOM operation
6: Transmission in operation
Conv_trp

Converter tripped status

0: not tripped
1: tripped

Conv_blk

Converter blocking status

0: unblocked
1: blocked
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Name

Description

Type of information

Range

AC_GND_Ref

Status of the connexion of the
secondary side of the transformer to earth through an impedance

0: Disconnected

{0;1}

Output

Status of the connection of the
DC side of the converter station to the earth by a large impedance

0: Disconnected

{0;1}

Output

Transfo_tap

Interface
transformer
changer position

Tap position (number)

Number of taps

Scope

Fault_In_Conv

Fault detected in the converter
station

0: No fault detected

{0;1}

Output

Protection Zone 1: AC over
current detected at the PCC-AC
(phase a/b/c)

0: Not detected

{0;1}

Scope

Protection Zone 1: AC differential current at the PCC-AC protection triggered

0: Not triggered

{0;1}

Scope

Protection Zone 1: AC under
voltage detected at the PCC-AC
(phase a/b/c)

0: Not detected

{0;1}

Scope

Protection Zone 1: AC overvoltage detected at the PCC-AC
(phase a/b/c)

0: Not detected

{0;1}

Scope

DC_GND_Ref

I_AC1a_OC
I_AC1b_OC
I_AC1c_OC
I_AC1_diff

U_AC1a_UV
U_AC1b_UV
U_AC1c_UV
U_AC1a_OV
U_AC1b_OV
U_AC1c_OV
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Name

Description

Type of information

Range

U_AC1_Unbal

Protection Zone 1: AC unbalance voltage detected at the
PCC-AC

0: Not detected

{0;1}

Scope

Protection Zone 1: AC under
frequency detected at the PCCAC

0: Not detected

{0;1}

Scope

Protection Zone 1: AC over frequency detected at the PCC-AC

0: Not detected

{0;1}

Scope

Protection Zone 2: AC secondary over current detected at
transformer secondary side
(phase a/b/c)

0: Not detected

{0;1}

Scope

Protection Zone 2: AC current
differential protection was triggered at transformer secondary side a differential current

0: Not triggered

{0;1}

Scope

Protection Zone 2: AC secondary under voltage detected at
transformer secondary side
(phase a/b/c)

0: Not detected

{0;1}

Scope

Protection Zone 2: AC secondary overvoltage detected at
transformer secondary side
(phase a/b/c)

0: Not detected

{0;1}

Scope

Protection Zone 2: AC unbalance voltage detected at transformer secondary side

0: Not detected

{0;1}

Scope

U_AC1_UF

U_AC1_OF
I_AC2a_OC
I_AC2b_OC
I_AC2c_OC
I_AC2_diff

U_AC2a_UV
U_AC2b_UV
U_AC2c_UV
U_AC2a_OV
U_AC2b_OV
U_AC2c_OV
U_AC2_Unbal
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Name

Description

Type of information

Range

R_AC2_OL

Protection Zone 2: Insertion
resistor overload detected

0: Not detected

{0;1}

Uac_meas

Direction
Scope

1: Detected

Average of the three phase Voltage in kV
RMS phase to phase voltages
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1 kV

Output

Appendix II : Example of validation test
In this appendix, two validation tests (out of the 39 which were defined in [2])
are presented in sections II.3 and II.4 to check the compliance of converters to
the specifications.

II.1 EXAMPLE TEST NETWORKS
Various types of networks can be used, depending on the feature to validate.
The following examples makes it possible to test the performance of a converter
in a standard point-to-point connection, either embedded in a common AC network or not.

II.1.1 TEST NETWORK 1
This network model includes:


A HVDC link including the converter stations and converter transformers
connected at two PCC-AC (PCC1 and PCC2) to an AC grid with shortcircuit impedances (Xcc1 and Xcc2) including zero sequence impedances
of the sources.



The two AC grids represented by ideal voltage sources IN1 and IN2.



Two AC lines in parallel with the HVDC link connecting nodes PCC1 and
PCC2. These AC lines are used to check if the HVDC link is sensitive to
various events that may occur on the AC network.



Loads at PCC1 and PCC2

∞
IN1

CO1
Converter A

Xcc1

Side 1

∞

CO2
Converter B

Xcc2

Side 2

AC line 1

Load1

Load2

AC line 2
PCC1

IN2

PCC2

Initial conditions





Infinite node (slack bus) injects initially Pin1 = 1500 MW + grid
losses at initial voltage Uin1 = 400kV
Infinite node injects initially Pin2 = 300 MW at initial voltage
Uin2 = 400 kV
Load #1: PLoad1 (t=0) = 200 MW, QLoad1 (t=0) = 0 Mvar
Load #2: PLoad2 (t=0) = 1600 MW, QLoad2 (t=0) = 0 Mvar
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II.1.2 TEST NETWORK 2
When a frequency model is required (as for an offshore wind farm connection),
a synchronous machine replaces one of the two infinite sources, and the AC
links are removed.

~

CO1

Xcc1

SM1

~

CO2

Xcc2

Side 1

SM2

Side 2

Load1

Load2
PCC1

PCC2

The characteristics of the equivalent onshore synchronous machines (Side 1)
are:
 Ratings Sr = 340000 MVA, Pr = 320000 MW, Un = 400 kV, H = 8
MW.s/MVA,
 Impedance characteristics: Rs = 0,003 p.u., Xs = 0,18 p.u., Xd =
1,09 p.u., X'd = 0,28 p.u., X"d = 0,185 p.u., T'd = 11,1 s, T"d = 0,073
s, Xq = 0,65 p.u., X"q = 0,25 p.u., T"q = 0,11 s. No saturation shall
be considered.
𝐸𝑓
𝑈𝑐−𝑈𝑠
15
 Voltage regulator: 𝐸𝑓𝑛 = 𝑈𝑠𝑛 ∗ 1+0.3𝑝



Turbine: Pn = 340000 MW,
Turbine governor:

𝑃
𝑃𝑛

=

𝑃0
1
+
𝑃𝑛 0.2∗𝛥𝑓
𝑓𝑛

1+2.5𝑝

The characteristics of the equivalent offshore power park module synchronous
machines (Side 2) are:
 Ratings Sr = 1100 MVA, Pr = 1000 MW, Un = 150 kV, H = 3
MW.s/MVA,
 Impedance characteristics: Rs = 0,003 p.u., Xs = 0,18 p.u., Xd =
1,09 p.u., X'd = 0,28 p.u., X"d = 0,185 p.u., T'd = 11,1 s, T"d = 0,073
s,
Xq
=
0,65
p.u.,
X"q = 0,25 p.u., T"q = 0,11 s. No saturation shall be considered.
𝐸𝑓
𝑈𝑐−𝑈𝑠
15
 Voltage regulator: 𝐸𝑓𝑛 = 𝑈𝑠𝑛 ∗ 1+0.3𝑝



Turbine: Pn = 1000 MW,
Turbine governor:

𝑃
𝑃𝑛

=

𝑃0
1
+
𝑃𝑛 0.2∗𝛥𝑓
𝑓𝑛

1+2.5𝑝

II.1.3 EXAMPLE NETWORK DATA
Grid sources
Base ratings: Ubase = 400kV, Sbase = 1000MVA
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Parameters:
SCR

SC angle [°]

Ik,1 / Ik,3

Strong grid

15

-88

0.8

Weak grid

1.5

-84

0.8

Calculated impedances of the equivalent series grid impedance:
Direct & indirect system

Zero sequence system

Rd [Ω]

Xd [Ω]

Ro [Ω]

Xo [Ω]

Strong grid

0.37

10.66

0.65

18.66

Weak grid

11.15

106.08

19.51

185.64

400kV branch data
Two length variants: L1 = 40 km and L2 = 300 km.
Direct & indirect system

Zero sequence system

Length

Rd

Xd

Bd/2

Ro

Xo

Bo/2

L1

0.76

12.76

138

4.2

30.44

64.4

L2

5.7

95.7

1035

31.5

228.3

483

DC conductor data
The parameters for the DC conductors correspond to:
 a 300km DC cable, or
 a 40 km OHL.
Voltage dependence of the grid loads
𝑈𝑃𝐶𝐶 𝑖 (𝑡) 𝛼
) where
𝑃𝐶𝐶 𝑖 (𝑡=0)
(𝑡) 𝛽
𝑈

𝑃𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝑃𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑖 (𝑡 = 0) ∗ (𝑈

𝑄𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝑄𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑖 (𝑡 = 0) ∗ (𝑈

𝑃𝐶𝐶 𝑖

𝑃𝐶𝐶 𝑖 (𝑡=0)

𝛼 = 1,5

) where 𝛽= 2,5

The AC voltages correspond to the ones at the (PCC-AC) where the respective
loads are connected to.

II.2 EXPECTED RESULTS FOR EACH TEST
For each test, the results shall include the graphs and recordings of the
following time dependant variables:
 Active Power injected by the link at node PCC1 and PCC2 (MW)
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Reactive Power injected by the link at node PCC1 and PCC2 (Mvar)
AC RMS Voltage at node PCC1 and PCC2 (kV)
Active and reactive component of the current at PCC1 and PCC2 (kA)
Active Power on the two parallel AC lines (MW)
Initial transformer tap position and tap changes during the whole test
Reminder for the active control mode, ramp rates and setpoints.

The graphs and recordings shall include steady-state phases before and after
the tested event (at the minimum 1 second before) and up to the requested
end of simulation.
Graphs shall include:
 An explicit legend (measured quantities and units) and an explicit title
 A detailed explanation of relevant phenomena (when appropriate)
 Scales adapted to the measured amplitudes
 The time event instants (at least times at which the modification order are
sent)
When appropriate, a zoom on the transient phenomena shall be provided in a
complementary graph.

II.3 EXAMPLE TEST: RESPONSE TO AN ACTIVE POWER
SETPOINT MODIFICATIONS
Objectives
The purpose of this test is to verify and validate the response of the converters
to active power setpoint modifications.
Description
Initial conditions:


Test network to consider: network #1



Converter #1
 Fixed active power control mode (with Pac_ref=-1000 MW;
Pac_ramp=1000 MW/s)
 AC voltage control mode (with Uac_ref=400 kV; Uac_droop=37.5
Mvar/kV ; Qac_ref=0Mvar; Uac_ramp=80 kV/s; Qac_ramp=1.000
Mvar/s)
 The initial transformer tap position shall be determined by the initial operating points.



Converter #2
 DC voltage control mode (with Vdc_ref=640 kV; Vdc_ramp= 128
kV/s)
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 AC voltage control mode (with Uac_ref=400 kV; Uac_droop=37.5
Mvar/kV ; Qac_ref=0Mvar; Uac_ramp=80 kV/s; Qac_ramp=1.000
Mvar/s)



 The initial transformer tap position shall be determined by the initial operating points.
All protections in the converter shall be considered while doing the tests.

Validation test
Initial





conditions (specific to this test):
AC grid at PCC1: Strong grid (15GVA)
AC grid at PCC2: Strong grid (15GVA)
DC conductor: 300km DC cable.
400kV branch: L2 (300 km).

Events to simulate:
1. At t=0 ms, Pac_ramp (Converter #1)=100 MW/s
2. At t=1000 ms, Pac_ref (Converter #1)=-500 MW
3. At t=8000 ms, Pac_ref (Converter #1)=0 MW
End of the simulation: t=15000 ms.
Compliance criteria
For the whole duration of the test and for each active power setpoint
modification:
 The active power modification should be executed with the correct ramp
rate, according to the dynamic performances validation criteria described
in [2], with parameters indicated in [2].
 No disturbance shall be observed on the AC Voltage at node PCC1 and
PCC2, according to the dynamic performances validation criteria described
in section [2], with parameters indicated in [2].
 No trip or converter blocking shall occur.

II.4 EXAMPLE TEST: FREQUENCY SENSITIVE MODE
Objectives
To assess its contribution to frequency control, the converter shall be able to
adjust its current active power transfer following the frequency variation measured at the point of common coupling.
Description
Initial conditions:


Test network to consider: network #2
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Converter #1
 DC voltage control mode (with Vdc_ref=640 kV; Vdc_ramp= 128
kV/s)
 AC voltage control mode (with Uac_ref=400 kV; Uac_droop=37.5
Mvar/kV
;
Qac_ref=0Mvar;
Uac_ramp=80
kV/s;
Qac_ramp=10.000 Mvar/s)
 The initial transformer tap position shall be determined by the initial operating points.



Converter #2
 Voltage and frequency control mode (with Uac_ref=150 kV;
f_ref=50Hz)




 The initial transformer tap position shall be determined by the initial operating points.
All protections in the converter shall be considered while doing the tests.
DC conductor: 300km DC cable.

Validation test
Initial conditions:
 The initial frequency at PCC2 (connecting the equivalent offshore power
park module) is 50 Hz.
 The active power injected by the equivalent offshore power park module
is 500 MW
 The initial AC voltage at PCC2 (connecting the equivalent offshore power
park module) is 150 kV.
 Load #1: PLoad1 (t=0) = 500 MW, QLoad1 (t=0) = 0 Mvar
 Load #2: PLoad2 (t=0) = 0 MW, QLoad2 (t=0) = 0 Mvar
Events to simulate:
1. At t=0 ms, PLoad2 = 10 MW, QLoad2 = 0 Mvar
2. At t=3000 ms, PLoad2 = 0 MW, QLoad2 = 0 Mvar
3. At t=3000 ms, the active power injected by the equivalent offshore
power park module increases linearly from 500 MW to 515MW in 5
seconds
4. Therefore, at t=8000 ms, the active power injected by the equivalent
offshore power park module increases is 515MW.
5. At t=9000 ms, the active power injected by the equivalent offshore
power park module decreases linearly from 515 MW to 500 MW in 5
seconds.
6. Therefore, at t=14000 ms, the active power injected by the equivalent
offshore power park module increases is 500 MW.
End of the simulation: t=15000 ms.
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Compliance criteria
For each test :
 The AC voltage and frequency (for the offshore power park module) should
be stable and kept in the normal operation range described in [2].
 No trip or converter blocking shall occur.
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